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Authorization 
Authorization is that part of access control where an organization has to determine how 


much access a user is given. The access control model being used in your organization 


has an impact on the authorization a user or process has to access various resources. 


Access control models fall into three general categories. 


 


1. Discretionary Access Control (DAC) 
2. Mandatory Access Control  (MAC) 
3. Role Based Access Control (RBAC) 


 


Irrespective of the access control model in your organization accepted security practice is 


to implement according to the principle of least privilege. Least privilege is the principle 


that a user is authorized to the minimum amount of access they need to get their job done. 


By granting the user the least privilege the amount of damage that can be intentionally or 


accidentally caused is limited.  


 








 


Subjects and Objects 
In an access control system subjects access objects. Access control works by controlling 


the access granted to subjects to access objects. If every subject could access every object 


there would be no access control and no security.  


 


Access control systems can be modeled by using access control matrices. Following is a 


simplified access control matrix that has three subjects and three objects. Think of the 


subjects as users and the objects as files.  


In this model: 


S1 has read access to file1 and file2. It has write access to file3. S1 is the owner of 


file2. 


 


S2 has write access to file1, execute access to file2 and read, write access to file3. 


S2 is also the owner of file3. 


 


S3 is the owner of file1, has write access to file2 and read access to file 3.  


 


 
 


 


 


SUBJECTS 


OBJECTS 


 file1 file2 file3 


S1 read read 


owner 


write 


S2 write execute read 


write 


owner 


S3 owner write  read 


 


 
The access matrix is a model however one can envision defining data structures that 


support an actual implementation of this matrix to support an access control system.   


 


The above is a very simplified access control model. Access control concepts are 


extended to more than just files. They are also used to control access to processes, 


devices, memory locations and other constructs that need to have access controlled.  


 


 


Discretionary Access Control (DAC) 
Discretionary access control is the type of access control that is used in most commercial 


operating systems. Unix/Linux and Windows use a discretionary control model. DAC 


operates on the principle that an object has an owner. The owner controls what subjects 


are granted access to the object. The owner also has the authority to grant another subject 


owner access so they may grant other subjects access.   


 








The above access control matrix models a simplified DAC model since owners are 


indicated for each of the objects. 


 


DAC model supports the principle of least privilege, but it is easy to find users that have 


more access than they need to do their job. Supporting least privilege in a DAC model 


takes some active management to ensure users do not have more privilege then their jobs 


require. DAC supports limited separation of duties based on the group an individual may 


be in, but the model is limited and other tools are used such as SUDO (Super User Do) in 


Unix/Linux environments for finer grained control of access. 


 


 


Access Control Example 
A description of access control concepts includes a discussion of Subjects, Objects and 


Permissions. Depending on the particular system the terminology may vary slightly but 


the concepts should be similar. Following is an example of a UNIX access control 


systems. This could also be extended to a LINUX system.  


 


 


 


Subjects: 


 USER     – The owner of the Object. 


 GROUP – All users including the owner that have the same Group ID in the UIC 
as the objects owner. 


 OTHER  – All users defined in the system 
 


*Another Subject not in the list is the superuser. This is someone that obtains superuser 


privilege by logging into root. Someone with root privilege could alter the owner of the 


object. 


 


Permissions: 


 R (Read): Provides the right to read, print, or copy the file. 


 W (Write): Provides the right to write, modify or delete the file  


 E (Execute): Provides the right to execute a file that contains an executable 
program image or a script. 


 


 


The UNIX permissions access control model is a discretionary access control model. The 


UNIX model implements access control to files by using permissions. Supplementing 


permissions in most UNIX/LINUX distributions are access control lists. 


 


Permissions are specified for three subjects:  user, group and other. You may see this 


abbreviated to ugo. The objects controlled by permissions are files. Many control 


structures in UNIX are implemented as files. For example directories, links (symbolic 


and hard), pipes, sockets and device drivers (block and character) are implemented as 


files. Therefore while permissions control access to files, they effectively control access 


to other mechanisms that deal with directory structures, input/output, and inter-process 








communication. The permissions for a file can be viewed by using the UNIX command ls 


–l command. There are other options that can be used but –l will provide us the 


information we need. 


 
 $ ls –l 
     -rw-r--r--   1 wvales accfac   23   12 Feb 


8:11 test.txt 


     -rw-r--r--   1 wvales accfac   23   12 Feb 


8:12 test1.txt 


 drw-r--r-- 1 wvales accfac   10   12 Feb 


9:10 test.dir 


 


 


The file type is designated by the first character in the ls output. A hyphen “–” 


indicates the file is “normal” files in UNIX speak. Think of this as a text file. The 


“d” indicates the file is a directory. 


 


The above ls command outputs information for 3 files. Two files are “normal” 


files and one file is a “directory” file. 


 
  


The permission breakdown is based on three types of subject. The user (i..e  owner) of 


the object, group members that are in the same group the owner is a member of and 


anyone else which is denoted by other. These permissions pertain to any object that can 


be specified in the field preceding the permission field (in green). Objects can be a: file, 


directory, symbolic link, named pipe, socket, block device, character device.  
 


The following table shows the three subject types and the seven object types in the UNIX 


DAC model. 
 


  SUBJECTS    OBJECTS 


 User  Group  Other    “Object” Type 


-rwx    rw-   rw-   files 


drwx    rw-   rw-   directory 


lrwx    rw-   rw-   symbolic link 


prwx    rw-   rw-   named pipe 


srwx    rw-   rw-   socket 


brwx    rw-   rw-   block device 


crwx    rw-   rw-   character device 


 


 


There are three permissions (or access modes) assigned to the object for each subject 


type. Depending on the object type the access mode (rwx) means different things.  


 r – read access. For a file object read access means the file can be accessed by a 
text editor, or a variety of utilities such as cat or more. For a directory object read 


access indicates that the entries for each file in the directory can be accessed 


(read).  








 w – write access. For a file object write access allows a new version of the file to 
be written. For a directory object write access means files can be entered, 


removed or renamed into the directory. For a block or character device write 


access means the device can be "written" to. 


 x – execute access. For a script or image file executes means the file can be run by 
the shell, or invoked by the image activator. For a directory object execute access 


means the files in the directory can be listed (ls –l *). If there is no execute access 


on the directory you are effectively denying access to the directory and everything 


beneath it in the directory tree. 


 


 


Access Control Lists (ACLs) 
Another discretionary access control in most operating systems (UNIX/Linux/Windows) 


is the Access Control List (ACL). The UNIX style permission structure results in a coarse 


granularity of access control. If you want to allow access to files for certain individuals 


you have to create new groups that include the users you want to grant access to. Creating 


and deleting groups and changing group membership can become very difficult to 


manage. Using an access control list simplifies this. 


 


The access control list allows users to specify access for specific users to a file. This 


access is “finer grained” than the permissions which only control full group access. ACLs 


are not available on all implementations of UNIX. ACLs are controlled by using the 


setfacl and getfacl commands. 


 


 


Mandatory Access Control (MAC) 
Mandatory access control is a type of access control that is used in an environment where 


access is controlled by the system. Many government systems use Mandatory Access 


Control. In a mandatory access control system there is no owner for an object. Access to 


an object is controlled by the system not by a subject. MAC systems have the concept of 


labels. Labels correspond to access levels. A typical MAC system has labels that 


correspond to security levels. Using the government model there are security levels of: 


unclassified, confidential, secret, top secret. Labels are attached to both objects and to 


subjects.  


 


Access works as follows; a subject has access to an object that has equal or less level of 


security associated with it. If a subject attempts to access an object that requires a higher 


level of access the access is denied. For example, a subject with a label of confidential 


can access objects with a label of confidential or unclassified. They cannot access objects 


with a label of secret or top secret.  


 


MAC systems support the concept of least privilege. Separation of duties is supported 


based on the labels that an individual has assigned to them.  


 


 


Role Based Access Control (RBAC) 








Role Based Access Control works by assigning access to an object according to the role a 


subject has within a system. A particular subject can have several roles in a system at any 


time.  Each role potentially has different levels of access. RBAC is rapidly gaining 


popularity as the need to control access based on role as is being mandated by 


government legislation such as Sarbanes-Oxley.  


 


Large organizations are starting to use RBAC systems because of the relative ease of 


granting access to objects by assigning roles to the subjects (employees). The ease of 


assigning and removing access translates into large cost saving for companies that have 


large turnover of employees or changing of roles in an organization.  


 


RBAC systems support the concept of least privilege. Separation of duties is supported 


based on roles that individuals are assigned to. Some RBAC implementations support the 


concept of separation of duties by implementing constraints between mutually exclusive 


roles. A constraint of this type means that if a subject is assigned multiple roles that are in 


conflict for accessing a particular object then the access to that object is restricted. For 


example, assume someone is serving the dual roles of a loan officer and a loan auditor. 


They should not be allowed access to audit loans since they are also approved as a loan 


officer.  


 


 


Auditing 
Auditing of access control operations is a requirement for running a secure information 


infrastructure. All major operating systems have auditing systems. Windows has the 


event viewer application that allows viewing of various events related to: System, 


Security, Applications, and Internet Explorer. UNIX/Linux has the syslog utility for 


recording similar events. Many applications have auditing systems for any application 


specific operations. For example, a firewall application will keep a log related to various 


accesses. Database systems have audit logs for recording modifications to the database 


metadata as well as accesses to data.  


 


For a particular environment the amount of information that could be recorded to an audit 


file could be voluminous. As long as the tools that read the audit log allow searching and 


sorting of entries the size of the audit logs may not be an issue. However, there are some 


cases that the amount of information being audited is so large that there is a performance 


impact on the system writing information to the audit log. Also the amount of disk space 


used may also be an issue. 


 


Most audit systems have the ability to specify what information is to be audited. Instead 


of auditing every access to every file perhaps audit entries only need to be written when 


critical files are accessed. Typically, with high bandwidth, big disks and good sorting and 


searching capabilities in the audit system users will audit everything until a problem 


occurs that dictates the amount of data to be audited should be reduced.  


 


 








Discussion: While managing the development and maintenance of a Transaction 


Processing System (TPS) we had a customer that used the system for online 


options trading. The customer decided to audit all access control activity. At peak 


trading times the transaction rate exceeded several thousand transactions a 


minute. This resulted in a huge amount of data to be audited. System performance 


eventually ground to a halt affecting the ability to perform the options trading. 


The large amount of data being written to the audit log was causing thrashing 


between the process writing the audit file and the trading program. By assigning a 


higher priority to the trading program it allowed that program to run before the 


audit writing program. This worked for a while until the buffers for the audit 


program filled up with information that needed to be written to the audit disk. The 


next fix was to expand the buffers for containing the audit information. Knowing 


this would postpone the problem we decided to move the audit disk to a separate 


disk where there was no contention by any other process.  


 


 


Mode Access 
The subject/object access models we just discussed assume the subjects all have the same 


privileges. This is not the case. Some users have more privileges then others. In the 


Windows XP (personal), Windows 7 and Windows 8 systems there are Administrator and 


User accounts. Any user with administrator privileges can perform more operations then 


a user with user privileges.  


 


 


Windows XP Account Types. 
 


 


 








 
 


 


 


Windows 7 Account Types. 
 


 








 
 


In UNIX/Linux there are two types of users; root and user. Any user that has logged into 


the root account is the “superuser”. With superuser or root privileges the user can do 


anything. They have access to everything any other user has and more. They can create 


accounts, change passwords, kill user processes, change file ownership, format devices 


and many other operations that a user cannot do. 


 


Superuser in UNIX or administrator in windows has unfettered access to all aspects of the 


systems. Being logged into an account with these elevated privileges on all of the time is 


not recommended for a secure system. Accidents can happen, and malicious activity can 


result in privileged accounts to be hijacked. It is best to switch to elevated privileges 


when they are needed and then switch back to normal (user) privileges when done. It only 


takes one errant Delete or rm command to occur when running with elevated privileges to 


make this point.  


 


Many UNIX/Linux systems disable the root account and force the user to use the root 


account via the sudo utility which is a tool that limits superuser access to a particular 


command for a set time period.  


 


 


 


Reasons for Auditing 
Analyzing System Activity 


Many times activity on a system needs to be looked at in retrospect. For example, some 


security breaches could occur that are not detected until after the fact. For example; a file 


is removed, or confidential information accessed or a program is accessed that in the 


normal day to day operation is not considered abnormal. However, after learning that 


confidential information has been leaked it may become necessary to determine what 


users had access to the information, or the program that accessed the information. By 








having these accesses recorded in the audit logs it is a simple matter to search the logs to 


determine when the accesses occurred. 


 


 


Compliance Reporting  


In this age of corporate fraud and security breaches of sensitive information it is 


becoming increasingly important for organizations to prove that access to information is 


limited and information is protected. Regulations such as Sarbanes-Oxley require that 


companies keep accurate information trails for government compliance reporting. 


Another motivator for organizations to audit information is in case there is litigation of 


damages related to the improper care of client information.  


 


A key part of a security strategy is to have policies and procedures in place that audit 


activities. This includes the auditing of activities related to computer access as well as 


auditing access to physical properties such as rooms, buildings, parking lots and any 


other area of importance. Determining the right amount of access information to audit is 


also important. The amount of information that is to be audited should be based on the 


asset in question. Too much audit information may require the use of too much disk space 


and require too much time to sort through. Auditing too little information may not 


provide the trail of access needed to determine when something went wrong. 
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